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‘I‘I think I’ll call her Le Petit. She’s French, you see.’

As if on cue, Le Petit comes trotting back to us, 

her toffee-smudged muzzle speckled with sand. 

She’s a beach bum, a stray Seychellois dog who 

lives on the stretch of coastline that sits beneath 

our hotel. We watched her at breakfast, basking  

in the shade just close enough to catch the whiffs 

of bacon and looking just cute enough to woo a 

tourist into throwing her a piece. We walked past 

her at lunch, sprawled under a deckchair. 

It’s midnight now, and it’s just us, Le Petit and the 

smoulder of the golden moon on the Beau Vallon 

beach. She’d been trailing us as we strolled arm in 

arm, debating whether the coconut chicken curry 

or the banana fish bake was the highlight of dinner.

‘What on earth?’ I exclaim.

Bum in the air, tail snapping furiously, Le Petit’s 

head is nose-first in a hole she’s just carved. An 

excited yelp escapes her lips before she leaps into 

the air and prances down to the lapping water,  

hot on the trail of a ghost crab. It disappears into 

the silver foam of a wave. 

It’s our last day on Mahé, the largest island of 

the Seychelles archipelago, and watching Le Petit 

happily and self-sufficiently chase down crabs on 

the beach confirms what I realised the very first 

day here: this place is anything but ordinary.

Seychelles lies isolated in the Indian Ocean, a 

bundle of 115 coral and granite islands, sparkling like 

gemstones across 1 000 km of water. Comprising 

two main groups, the granite inner islands and the 

coral outer ones, only 16 of the islands are habitable.

Mahé, home to the Seychelles International 

Airport and one of the smallest capitals in the 

word, Victoria, is every visitor’s first port of call. With 

65 beaches and 20-plus hotels sprinkled across 

its 155 km2 landscape, it’s the most commercial 

and diverse of all the islands. 

‘Best sunset on the island. You’ll see,’ our taxi 

driver had told us on our first day, pointing to the 

Peel back the postcard perfection of  Seychelles  
and it’ll reveal its many fascinating secrets ... 
including a crab-eating dog named Le Petit
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popular Beau Vallon beach on which our hotel 

enjoyed pride of place.

We did see, over a cold glass of Seybrew, the 

only locally owned, brewed and manufactured beer. 

We also drank kalou at Beau Vallon’s Wednesday 

night market, naturally fermented coconut water 

that takes on more of a tequila taste. It didn’t go 

down quite as well. 

We spent the rest of the night dancing around 

the bonfire and dodging bats as they soared from 

tree to tree, smooth black smudges only visible in 

the embers of the fire. We learnt Sega, a traditional 

Seychellois dance originally performed by plantation 

workers to pass the time. Its two basic moves –  

pivot in circles on one foot while furiously waving 

your hands in the air – made to look easy by 

seasoned Sega dancers. 

We ate banana chips and drank more kalou 

and then moseyed back to the hotel, hand in 

hand, spilling adjectives about how spectacular 

WE MOSEYED BACK TO THE HOTEL, HAND IN HAND, 
SPILLING ADJECTIVES ABOUT HOW SPECTACULAR  

THE BEACH WAS, EMPTY AND SHIMMERING 
UNDER THE GAZE OF THE MOON
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A history of colonialism and slavery painted the 

picture for the cultural melting pot that is Seychelles 

today. Until 1770, the only visitors to the islands were 

pirates laying in wait of unsuspecting merchant 

vessels travelling to and from the Red Sea and 

Persian Gulf. 

What followed was control by the French, and 

then the British, both of whom shipped in people 

from Africa, India and China to work on the many 

plantations. Fast-forward to 1976 and Seychelles’ 

independence, and the majority of the population 

were landless, Creole-speaking descendants of 

slaves. Seychelles today is a colourful reflection  

of its history, with each of the different cultures 

contributing to the incredible mix of language, 

religion and food for which the islands have 

become known.

It was the scent of a freshly gutted job fish  

that led us past dilapidated cerulean houses and 

shiny new office blocks and through the rusted 

iron gates of Victoria’s hot and heaving Sir Selwyn 

Selwyn-Clarke Market. Rows of fish were laid out 

on display, alongside mounds of furry coconuts 

and towers of bananas and pawpaws. We got  

the beach was, empty and shimmering under  

the gaze of the moon.

The next day we headed into Victoria in search 

of more banana chips. Victoria’s size is no indication 

of its cultural diversity. On one slender street, you’ll 

hear the bong of a church bell, the call to prayer 

echoing from a mosque and singing voices wafting 

through a Hindu temple’s open doors. 

lost in a haze of canary yellow sarongs and 

emerged with five folded in a packet. 

‘Bilimbi?’ said a voice from behind a pyramid  

of fruit. Green lemons, I thought. ‘Taste it. It nice. 

Everyone in Seychelles has a tree,’ said the stall- 

keeper, who collapsed into toothless laughter when 

my lips quivered from the sourness. 

We tasted the fruit again the next day, this time 

a freshly plucked one on La Digue. Salt-crusted, 

triple-decker ferries carry island-hopping tourists 

back and forth throughout the day, but most who 

step on to La Digue don’t want to leave. Roughly 

the size of 1 000 rugby fields, only half of which is 

accessible, there are more bicycles than people 

and ox-drawn wagons rumble down gravel streets, 

leaving heaps of manure and a few intoxicated 

flies in their wake. Cars and motorbikes are a rare 

sighting. We spent the day pedalling up and down 

Coral Strand
Sitting front and centre on Beau Vallon 
beach in Mahé, Coral Strand is a 161-room 
hotel that maximises its exquisite location. 
The Island Trader restaurant has concertina 
windows opening on to the beach, while the 
Coral Asia sushi restaurant is raised to take 
in the view. All the action happens right in front 
of the hotel, including jet skiing, fishing trips 
and sunset cruises. 
www.coralstrand.com

Savoy Resort & Spa
Shiny and new, the 163-room Savoy is the 
epitome of luxury. It has the largest pool on 
Mahé, and the only Michelin-star chef too,  
not to mention the beach service that delivers 
cocktails to your deckchair and brushes the 
sand off it while you’re taking a dip. The Savoy 
Spa is an experience in itself – spend 20 
minutes in the banya sauna, splash in the 
ice bowl outside and then hit the shower, 
which is actually a bucket full of water.  
www.savoy.sc

WHERE TO STAY

 GETTING AROUND 
Creole Travel Services will be your personal 
chauffeurs while you're on the island. They 
take care of all land-based transportation, 
as well as the ferry trips between Mahé, 
Praslin and La Digue.
www.creoletravelservices.com
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the hilly roads. There’s one main  

road, with narrow streets leading  

off to homes, the school and a 

splattering of guest houses and 

B&Bs. There are no lanes, no 

signposts, no rules – just you, 

your bicycle and an island 

waiting to be explored. 

By lunchtime we were famished, 

so we crumpled into the wooden 

benches of a beachside cafe and 

devoured a squid salad and fresh mango juice. 

Over on the sand, a man with an eye patch skilfully 

hacked off the top of a coconut, then pottered off 

through the trees to sell his refreshing drink. We 

swam in the glassy water and ate banana chips 

and waited for Cat Cocos to skim into the harbour.

The day on La Digue left me satisfied that I had 

seen all the idiosyncrasies Seychelles wanted to 

reveal. Then we saw Le Petit’s moonlit escapades. 

Having seen us to our hotel, she scampers off 

into the darkness. That’s where the crabs are. A 

dog, on the beach, hunting crabs. It was a first for 

me, but nothing about Seychelles was ordinary. 

If you look past the boulder-strewn, palm-fringed 

coastlines and peacock-blue waters, you’ll find a 

place where beaches come alive at night, where 

chips are made out of fruit, where religions co-exist 

on a single street, and where people live by the 

soundtrack of ox-drawn wagons and bicycle bells. 

Getting there The national airline for  
Seychelles, Air Seychelles, flies direct  
from OR Tambo International to Mahé on 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays. Their  
VIP lounge at Seychelles International Airport  
on Mahé is a four-roomed haven of air-con 
luxury, where you can put up your feet and 
enjoy the canapés while the staff collect  
your luggage. The new couples room boasts 
loungers, a bathroom and a view of the runway.
www.airseychelles.com

GOOD TO KNOW

1 Sunset cruise 

Hop aboard the catamaran that sets sail 

from the Coral Strand hotel. Sip on a glass 

of bubbly while you watch the sun drop below the 

horizon and Beau Vallon twinkle in the dusky light.

www.coralstrand.com

2 Couples massage

The Savoy Spa's ‘Just  

the Two of Us’ package 

includes a foot ritual, a sweet 

and salty exfoliation and the 

heavenly Savoy Signature 

massage. Afterwards, sip on 

fruity tea in the wooden cabana 

while you come to your senses.

www.savoy.sc

3 Snorkelling

Seychelles is unique  

in that most snorkelling 

spots are a few metres off  

the beach – no need for a 

boat! The world-famous Anse 

Source D’Argent beach on La 

Digue is snorkelling paradise. 

Wade in one or two steps and 

bright yellow, disc-shaped fish 

circle your ankles. There’s nowhere 

nearby to hire snorkelling gear, so make 

sure to take your own. 

4 Anse Caiman

While Anse Source D’Argent is lauded  

as one of the most beautiful beaches  

in the world, it can get rather busy. If you don’t 

want to sit shoulder to shoulder with other tourists, 

cycle to the opposite end of La Digue, where you’ll 

find Anse Caiman. Boulder-hopping is required to 

get there, but once you’ve settled into the sand, 

you’ll see why it’s worth it.  

5 Vallée de Mai Nature Reserve

Once declared by the British General 

Gordon as the Garden of Eden, Vallée de 

Mai is the 20 ha palm forest nature reserve that’s 

home to the highly prized and fiercely protected 

coco de mer coconut. Stand beneath the palm 

trees and watch their fronds flitter in the wind.

5
ROMANTIC THINGS TO DO

Currency The Seychelles rupee, US dollar 
and euro are the three main currencies. Using 
the dollar and euro at hotels and restaurants 
is fine, but the rupee buys you more bargaining 
cred at the street markets. 
Bills Restaurants add a 10% service charge 
to the bill, so read the fine print before you 
unknowingly pay extra!
When to go ‘When people ask us what’s the 
best time to come, we ask what’s the best 
time for you to come?’ says Virna Moncherry 
of the Seychelles Tourism Board. The tourist 
high season is between October and May,  
though temperatures seldom go below 24˚C 
or above 33˚C throughout the year.
Visa South African passport holders do not 
require a visa to enter Seychelles. 
What to pack The sun in Seychelles is fierce, 
so pack appropriately and don’t forget the 
sunscreen. It’s beach casual most of the 
time, but a few smarter outfits for dinner  
at the hotel is a good idea. 


